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Contraband Categories
Evolution of an Image
Instant Film
Smaller, Better, Faster
Before Digital
Computers & Internet
Newsgroups, Bulletin Boards & Chats

Welcome! You are connected to the LARGEST BBS in the WORLD!

Just a few of the excellent features you will find here:

- Software - Files Galore!
- Local Access via Telnet-IN
- Computer Games
- Half a Million Messages
- Collectible File Collections
- ASP Approved BBS
- Picture Images and Movies
- QMK Compatible Message System

---

You are currently in FREE Demo mode. You may visit most areas of the BBS. You may download from the many file collections marked "FREE!". you can send us LOGOFF COMMENTS.

---

Use the <$>ubscribe function to get full access for FREE!

---

If you are using a high speed modem, please see the bulletin titled "High Speed modem numbers" for the correct number to call.

Press any key to continue -> _
AIM, Yahoo & MSN
Chat Rooms / Private Chat

Chat conversation:

**vasanth_beta** joined the room
**talha_sajid65** left the room
**aankur_singhania**: *by guys love u!*
**tayler_82s** joined the room
**ssingh_00**: *yoo aankur*
**yopreetgroup**: Hello
**kool.don98** joined the room
**pankajsingla13** left the room

**david**: *what's up junnark*
**junnark**: *I guess this is the private chat part*
**david**: *you are absolutely right*
**junnark**: *let me change my color here*
**david**: *me too*
**david**: *super cool*
Dial-Up vs. High Speed

Bandwidth Choices

- **Dial-up**: 56 kBits per second
- **Satellite**: 700 kBits per second
- **Standard DSL or Cable**: 3000 kBits per second
- **Current Max DSL**: 20000 kBits per second

Download Speed - kBits per second
E-Mail Send & Receive
Web Search Engines
Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
Original File Sharing

```
<Bellamy> End of list
<oneyear> cd 1981 CHANTE NOEL
<Bellamy> SysReset 2.53
<Bellamy> [\1981 chante noel]
<oneyear> dir
<Bellamy> SysReset 2.53
<Bellamy> [\1981 chante noel\*.*]
<Bellamy> ..
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 01 - glory alleluia.mp3 4.13 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 02 - le p'tit renne au nez rouge.mp3 2.48 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 03 - petit papa noel.mp3 5.54 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 04 - sainnte nuit.mp3 4.94 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 05 - les enfants oublies.mp3 5.36 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 06 - noel blanc.mp3 2.57 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 07 - pere noel arrive ce soir.mp3 3.63 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 08 - j'ai vu maman embrasser le pere noel.mp3 4.85 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 09 - promenade en traineau.mp3 3.34 mb
<Bellamy> celine dion - chante noel - 10 - joyeaux noel.mp3 4.66 mb
<Bellamy> chante noel.m3u 1.03 kb
<Bellamy> End of list
<oneyear> get celine dion - chante noel - 01 - glory alleluia.mp3
<Bellamy> Adding your file to queue slot 2. The file will send when the next send slot is open.
get celine dion - chante noel - 01 - glory alleluia.mp3
```
Napster Arrives
Decentralized Peer-to-Peer
Older Limewire Folders
Newer Limewire Folders
More Automatic Sharing

Save Folder and Shared Folders

Please choose a folder where you would like your files to be downloaded. You can also choose folders you would like to share with other users running LimeWire.

Learn more about this option...

Save Folder

C:\Documents and Settings\dsullivan\My Documents\LimeWire\Saved

Shared Folders

- C:\Documents and Settings\dsullivan\My Documents\LimeWire\Shared

Legend

- Folder is fully shared including all subfolders.
- Folder is not shared and no subfolders are shared.
- Folder's files and some subfolders are shared.

Language: English
Even More Automatic Sharing

**Clear Uploads**
You can choose whether or not to automatically clear uploads that have completed.

**Upload Bandwidth**
You can set the percentage of your bandwidth devoted to uploads. To turn off uploads, reduce your upload slots to zero.

**Partial Files**
You can choose whether or not to automatically share partially downloaded files.
Simple Search Term/Bad Result
High Speed / Many Files
A New Peer-to-Peer Client Arrives
Identity Protection Tools
Standard Encryption
Stop Cybercriminals
Cleaning/Repair Utilities
Solid State / Auto Cleaning
Forensic Analysis

Bit Stream Backup
IMAGING ONE DRIVE TO ANOTHER
Time, Access, Cost Issues
More Speed
More Content
Instant Availability
Ease of Use
Standard Options
Thank You For Your Time

Thank you!